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Drinkmate, the  ANY Beverage Carbonation Maker, to Participate in 2023 Inspired Home Show
Attendees are Invited to Meet with Company Representatives at Booth L12708

Ann Arbor, MI – February 2023 – Drinkmate,
the most versatile home beverage
carbonator, today announced their
participation in the 2023 Inspired Home
Show. Drinkmate will be exhibiting in booth
L12708 at the Inspired Home Show held at
McCormick Place in Chicago from March
4-7, 2023.

The Inspired Home Show is the leading
Home + Housewares show in the United
States. Covering all markets addressing the

home and houseware business, The Inspired Home Show attracts buyers and suppliers from all over the
world.

Drinkmate’s proprietary CO2 Fizz Infuser technology allows the consumer to carbonate any cold
beverage safely and quickly. It accomplishes the consumer demand for more wholesome beverages by
empowering users to control what goes into their drinks. Drinkmate is the first and most versatile
at-home device that can carbonate any beverage, including wine, iced tea or coffee, juices, cocktails and
can even refresh sodas or beer that lost their bubbles.  Direct carbonation of drinks preserves their full
flavor and fizz, compared to diluting the beverage by mixing it with soda water.  Of course, Drinkmate
carbonates water as well.

“We are excited to be returning to the Inspired Home Show again this year,” said Douglas Wang, Chief
Executive Officer of Drinkmate. The 2022 show was great for us, helping us achieve double digit sales
growth for the year, and we’re delighted to be back. We have been actively expanding our brand
throughout North America, and other international markets, and are looking forward to networking with
the industry to share the advances we have made to the Drinkmate product line and brand. At the show,
we will be debuting the innovative Drinkmate LUX model, which elevates the home carbonation
experience with an attractive stainless steel design. We invite Inspired Home attendees and our channel
partners to visit us at booth L12708.”

To learn more, please visit Drinkmate.
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About Drinkmate
Drinkmate’s mission is to allow consumers to get creative in discovering new beverages, drink healthier
and have fun, while reducing plastic bottle waste.  Its proprietary technology allows the consumer to
carbonate any kind of beverage safely and quickly.  Based in Ann Arbor, Michigan, the company serves as
the global headquarters for the Drinkmate brand with operations in Asia, Europe and the Americas. For
more information, please visit www.Drinkmate.us
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